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INCENTIVES FOR PROCRASTINATORS"'

We examine how principals should design incentives to induce timeinconsistent procrastinating agents to complete Casks efficiently. Delay is costly to
the principal, but the agent faces stochastic costs of completing the task, and
efficiency requires waiting when costs are high. If the principal knows the
task-cost distribution, she can always achieve first-best efficiency. If the agent has
private information, the principal can induce first-best efficiency for timeconsistent agents, but often cannot for procrastinators. We show that second-best
optimal incentives for procrastinators typically involve an increasing punishment
for delay as time passes.

While the standard economics model assumes that any desire
to delay a n unpleasant task must be time-consistent, many people
have a time-inconsistent preference for procrastination. Today we
feel we should write a referee report tomorrow, but tomorrow we
tend to delay again. A small set of economists and psychologists
has over the years proposed formal models of time-inconsistent
preferences and self-control problems, where people have a tendency to pursue their immediate well-being in a way that their
"long-run selves" do not appreciate. O'Donoghue and Rabin [I9991
build from this prior research by showing that a person who is
time-inconsistent and unaware of the time inconsistency will
procrastinate in completing a n unpleasant task.l
In this paper we examine the implications of time-inconsistent procrastination for the design of temporal incentive schemes,
which reward agents based on when they complete tasks. Tempo-
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ral incentive schemes are a central aspect of organizational design
and many types of contracts. People face punishments for delay;
sometimes these punishments are explicit ,in the form of decreased compensation, but more often they are implicit in the
form of admonitions from supervisors and decay in reputation.
Such incentives are needed when an agent finds a task unpleasant
and does not intrinsically value its timely completion.
In most of our analysis we examine how principals should
design incentives to avoid inefficient delay. We first show that
principals must make incentives for procrastinators "harsher"
than those for nonprocrastinators: whereas for time-consistent
agents the optimal incentive scheme exactly reflects the principal's true cost of delay, for procrastinators the principal must
punish delay more severely than the true cost of delay in order to
counteract procrastination. But our main conclusion is that, even
when the true cost of delay is constant, optimal incentive schemes
for procrastinators often involve increasing punishment for delay
as time passes.
In Section I1 we introduce a simple model of time-inconsistent
preferences originally proposed by Phelps and Pollak [I9681in the
context of intergenerational altruism and later used by Laibson
El9941 to model time inconsistency within an individual: a person
always values her well-being now more than her well-being at any
future moment, and values her well-being at all future moments
equally.
In Section I11 we introduce our model of temporal incentive
schemes. A risk-neutral principal hires a risk-neutral agent to
complete some task. Because the principal faces a delay cost, she
prefers that the task be done sooner rather than later. But the
agent faces a stochastic task cost, and it may be best for him to
delay when the task-cost realization is particularly high. Efficient
behavior minimizes the sum of expected delay costs and expected
task costs. Moral hazard arises because the principal cannot
observe task-cost realizations, and therefore she must compensate the agent based solely on when the agent completes the task.
Unfortunately, she does not know whether an observed delay is an
efficient response to a high task-cost realization or inefficient
procrastination. We explore whether temporal incentive schemes
can induce efficient behavior, and, if not, which temporal incentive
schemes are second-best optimal.
Time-consistent agents do not procrastinate, and therefore
the optimal incentive scheme is straightforward: if the incremen-
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tal punishment for delay exactly mirrors the principal's delay
costs, then the agent will internalize those delay costs, balance
them against his task costs, and behave efficiently. Importantly,
the optimal incentive scheme is independent of the probability
distribution of the agent's task costs.
Time-inconsistent agents procrastinate, and as a result incentive schemes must deter inefficient procrastination, yet still
encourage efficient delay when the task-cost realization is high.
We show that as long as the principal knows the distribution of
task costs, she can fully counteract the agent's tendency to
procrastinate with incentives that punish delay by more than its
actual cost. Regardless of the agent's propensity to procrastinate,
therefore, a fully efficient incentive scheme can be implemented.
However, this (first-best) optimal incentive scheme for timeinconsistent agents very much depends on the distribution of task
costs. Specifically, higher task costs (on average) make the agent
more prone to procrastinate, in which case the principal must
impose a more severe punishment for delay to counteract
procrastination.
In Sections IV and V we assume that the agent has private
information about the distribution of task costs, making the
principal uncertain about the agent's propensity to procrastinate.
We then investigate the nature of incentive schemes when the
principal's incremental cost of delay is stationary. For timeconsistent agents the optimal full-information incentive scheme is
independent of the distribution of task costs, and therefore
first-best efficiency is feasible. Specifically, the principal should
impose a stationary punishment for delay exactly equal to the
true stationary delay cost. For time-inconsistent agents, in contrast, the optimal full-information punishment for delay depends
on the agent's propensity to procrastinate, and therefore the
principal's uncertainty creates a problem: punishment for delay
that is harsh enough to prevent excessive procrastination by
severe procrastihators may be so harsh that moderate procrastinators complete the task when it would be more efficient to wait. As a
result, first-best optimality typically will not be feasible when the
agent is privately informed.
In Section IV we consider the case where task-cost distributions differ only in their means, with the same probability
distribution around this mean. We show that second-best optimal
incentive schemes for procrastinators typically will be nonstationary, taking the following form: incremental delay will be punished
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moderately early on, but more severely after some "deadline."
Such a scheme initially allows those with little propensity to
procrastinate to wait until it is efficient to do. the task, while the
deadline assures that severe procrastinators do not delay too long.
An intuition for why the principal finds this scheme optimal is
that it implicitly reflects her Bayesian updating: the longer an
agent delays completing a task, the more likely the agent is a
severe procrastinator, and therefore the more attractive the
principal finds it to punish incremental delay severely.
In Section V we relax the assumption that the distribution of
task costs around the mean is the same for all task-cost distributions. We show that, for the natural case where agents with lower
average task costs also have lower variance in those costs, the
"deadline result" from Section IV holds.
An important issue in modeling time-inconsistent preferences has been downplayed in the discussion above: how aware
are people that in the future they might behave in ways contrary
to their current preferences? In our context, do people predict
their tendencies to procrastinate? In Section I1 we discuss two
extreme assumptions that have appeared in the literature on
time-inconsistent preferences: sophisticated people are fully aware
of their future self-control problems, and naive people are completely unaware of their future self-control problem^.^ Because we
feel that day-to-day procrastination is characterized by a large
degree of naivete-and because naive behavior is far more tractable than sophisticated behavior-our formal model assumes
naivete. We discuss in Section VI how sophistication might affect
our results.
The assumption that people are naive about their self-control
problems gives rise to an important additional issue: since naive
people overestimate their payoff from an incentive scheme (because they do not realize that their procrastination will lower
their wages), principals aware of this procrastination might hire
people merely to bilk. them of money rather than to efficiently
complete a task. We discuss in Section I11 how reputational
2. Strotz [I9561 and Pollak [I9681 carefully lay out these two assumptions
(and develop the labels), but do not much consider the implications of assuming
one versus the other. More recent papers have assumed either one or the other,
without attempting to justify the choice with behavioral evidence. For instance,
Akerlof [1991] assumes naive beliefs (in a slightly different model), as do
O'Donoghue and Rabin [1998a, 1998b1,while Laibson [1994, 1995,19971 assumes
sophisticated beliefs. O'Donoghue and Rabin [I9991 consider both, and explicitly
contrast the two, but likewise do not provide behavioral evidence for either.
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pressures and other factors might lead a principal to want to
induce efficiency, as assumed in the discussion above, and most of
our analysis in the paper assumes that the principal prefers to
induce efficient behavior. Even so, in Section I11 we examine the
alternative assumption that the principal wishes to bilk the
agent. We show that she can always do so with an incentive
scheme that punishes delay sufficiently leniently so as to lull the
agent into severe and costly procrastination.
We conclude in Section VII with a discussion of some caveats
and possible extentions to the model of this paper, and a discussion of some other implications of procrastination for organizational design.

07Donoghue and Rabin El9991 coined the term "presentbiased preferences" for the class of time-inconsistent preferences
where a person puts greater and greater weight on his well-being
at an earlier moment over a later moment as the earlier moment
gets closer. Casual observation, introspection, and psychological
research all indicate such time inconsistency. Variants of such
preferences (frequently going by the name of "hyperbolic discounting") have been studied by many researcher^.^ To illustrate,
consider a choice between spending seven hours to complete an
unpleasant task on April 1 and spending eight hours to complete
the same unpleasant task on April 15, assuming your opportunity
cost of time is the same on both dates. The task could be
completing your taxes-on April 15 you would have to take the
extra time to go to the post office to mail your returns, whereas on
April 1 you could simply mail it without hassle on your way to
work the next day.
If asked to commit on February 1 to one or the other, most
people would prefer to do less work in April, and would therefore
choose seven hours on April 1. If they must choose on April 1,
however, many people would be inclined to put off the task two
weeks rather than do it right away. When April 1 arrives, people
3. See Chung and Herrnstein [1967], Ainslie [1974, 1975, 1987, 1991, 19921,
%inslie and Herrnstein [1981], Thaler [1991],Funder and Block [19891, Hoch and
Loewenstein [1991], Ainslie and Haslam [1992a, 1992131, Loewenstein and Prelec
19921, and Kirby and Herrnstein [19951. For early economics papers focusing on
;ime-inconsistent discounting, see Strotz [1956],Phelps and Pollak [19681, Pollak
19681, and Goldman [1979, 19801.
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have a preference for immediate gratification-not doing the
unpleasant task today-with which their long-run selves disagree.
Phelps and Pollak El9681 put forward ag elegant model of
intertemporal preferences in the context of intergenerational
altruism, which Laibson [I9941 later used to capture this timeLet u, be the
inconsistent taste for immediate gratifi~ation.~
instantaneous utility a person gets in period t. Then her intertemporal preferences at time t, Ut, can be represented by the following
utility function:
For all t, Ut(u,,ut+l,. . . , uT) = Btut +

P

BTu,.
7=t+l

The parameter 6 represents long-run, time-consistent impatience,
and for p = 1these preferences are simply (the discrete version of)
exponential discounting. But for P < 1, these preferences parsimoniously capture a time-inconsistent taste for immediate gratification. Since we shall focus in this paper on relatively short
horizons, we assume that 6 = 1, so there is no time-consistent
discounting. Hence, the intertemporal utility function is
T

For all t, Ut(u,,u,+l,.. . , uT) = u,

+p

u,.
7=t+l

Consider again the above example. Assume that your instantaneous disutility from doing work is simply the number of hours
of work, so that u,(7) = -7 and 4 8 ) = -8 for all t. Suppose that
p = .8: you are willing to forgo a given gain in utility in the future
for a gain in utility now that is only 80 percent as large. Consider
your decision on February 1. Because on February 1you discount
both dates by P, you will choose to work seven hours on April 1
rather than eight hours on April 15. Contrast this with what your
decision would be on April 1.You can experience a utility of -7 by
working today, or experience a discounted utility of .8(-8) = -6.4
by delaying the work -for two weeks. You will, therefore, delay
work. Hence, for the exact same decision, your choice on April 1is
different than your choice on February 1. Irrespective of its
specific prediction, exponential discounting would predict that
your choice would be the same whether you decide on February 1
or April 1.
4. This model has since been used by Laibson 11995, 19971, O'Donoghue and
Rabin [1998a, 199813, 19991, Fischer [1997],and others.
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To examine dynamic choice given time-inconsistent preferences, researchers have converged on a simple modeling strategy:
a single individual is modeled as many separate "selves," one for
each period. Each period's self chooses her current behavior to
maximize her current preferences, where the person's future
selves will control her future behavior. In such a framework, a n
important issue arises: what are a person's beliefs about how her
future selves will behave? Two extreme assumptions have appeared in the literature. Sophisticated people are fully aware of
their future self-control problems and therefore know exactly how
their future selves will behave. Naive people are fully unaware of
their future self-control problems and therefore believe their
future selves will behave exactly as they currently would like
them to behave.
There seem to be elements of both sophistication and naivete
in people. Some degree of sophistication is implied by the fact that
people often pay to commit themselves to smaller choice sets (e.g.,
joining fat farms or Christmas clubs, or buying small rather than
large packages of enticing goods). A naive person would never
worry that her tomorrow's self might choose an option that she
does not like today, and she therefore would find committing
herself unattractive. On the other hand, people do seem to
overestimate the degree to which they will abide by their plans for
the future. For example, people who repeatedly do not have the
"willpower" to forgo tempting foods or quit smoking predict that
tomorrow they will5
O'Donoghue and Rabin [I9991 examine the implications of
assuming sophistication versus naivete. One of the conclusions is
that sophistication often leads to complicated behavior. In the
context of this paper, small changes in incentive schemes can lead
to dramatic changes in behavior, and incentive schemes that yield
stationary behavior for both time-consistent agents and naive
5 . ~conomistdexamining self-control issues seem to be inclined to assume
sophistication, well beyond what we feel behavioral evidence supports. In part,
this inclination derives from a desire to depart from familiar economic assumptions one step a t a time-naivete is two steps away by simultaneously assuming
time-inconsistent preferences and "irrational expectations" about those preferences. Indeed, the analysis in this paper to some extent reinforces this worry:
many of the issues to which naivete gives rise are unfamiliar and problematic for
economic analysis. Yet, in this and related research, we have discovered a pattern:
in many models, naivete is far more tractable than sophistication in terms of the
practical logistics of formal models. We fear, therefore, that a conservative
weddedness to the sophistication assumption may not only be tenuous behaviorally, but also may create unnecessary technical roadblocks to the incorporation of
self-control and time-inconsistency issues into economics.
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time-inconsistent agents can yield highly nonstationary behavior
for sophisticated time-inconsistent agents. This makes the search
for optimal incentive schemes a much more difficult exercise. In
part to avoid such difficulties, we shall focus mostly in this paper
on naive beliefs. While extreme, we do not think our focus on naive
beliefs is without behavioral foundation. Much day-to-day procrastination seems to be characterized by a large degree of naivete: we
procrastinate today thinking we will complete some task tomorrow, but tomorrow we decide to delay again. Importantly, even
when we are aware of a general tendency to procrastinate, we
seem capable of underestimating this tendency on a case-by-case
basis. Even so, we discuss briefly in Section VI how sophistication
might affect our results.

Suppose that a principal hire-s an agent to complete some
task. The two parties sign a contract specifying how the principal
will compensate the agent, where wages can depend only on
information available to both parties. In contrast to the typical
principal-agent model, we assume that there is no uncertainty
about whether an action has been taken, nor about the level of
effort by the agent, so that there is no moral hazard of the
traditional sort. Rather, we focus on the problem of when the
agent completes the task if there is day-to-day uncertainty over
the cost to the agent of completing the task. For example, on any
given day the agent may be sick, may have a particularly exciting
episode of 21 Jump Street to watch, may not have ready access to
equipment needed for the task, or may simply have more pressing
projects to complete. Efficiency may require that the agent wait on
days with a high task cost, and do it on days with a low task cost.
Moral hazard can arise if the principal cannot observe the
task-cost realizations. We explore the role of temporal incentive
schemes-contracts where wages are contingent on when the
agent completes the task-in such an environmenL6
The trade-off typically studied in principal-agent models is
between incentives and insurance. Temporal incentives can impose risk on the agent, since he will get low wages if he faces
6 . Although incentive schemes have been studied extensively in organizational and mechanism-design literatures, to our knowledge, this literature has not
examined temporal incentive schemes.
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unusually high task costs early on. Because we wish to focus
solely on the procrastination issue, we will assume that the agent
is risk-neutral, so insurance is not an issue.
Suppose that the task can be completed in any period
t E [1,2, . . . , TI, where T can be finite or infinite. The principal
prefers to have the task done sooner because she faces a cost of
delay. The principal's exogenously determined gross payoff schedule is X = (XI, X2, . . . , KT),where she gets payoff Xt if the agent
completes the task in period t. The marginal delay cost is captured
> 0 for all t. We often assume a stationary delay
by x: = X, cost xA,where T = and x$ = xAfor all t.7
Although the principal prefers to have the task done sooner
rather than later, there can be benefits to delay if it yields a lower
task cost to the agent: lowering the agent's expected task cost
allows the principal to pay a smaller expected wage (i.e., it will be
easier to satisfy the agent's participation constraint). In period t
the task cost to the agent, c,, is drawn from a stationary distribution C with support [c,Fl, c 2 0, and cumulative distribution
function F(ct). In this section we assume that F(c) = 0 for
simplicity, but the results all hold if we relax this a s ~ u m p t i o n . ~
The task cost is meant to capture any immediate disutility to the
agent arising from completing the task, including opportunity
cost.
In period t the agent observes the task-cost realization c,
before choosing whether or not to perform the task. The agent's
behavior can be described by a strategy s = (s1,s2,. . , , sT),which
is a vector of cutoff costs such that the agent completes the task in
period t if and only if c, s st E [c,El.9 Before introducing temporal
incentive schemes, we characterize first-best efficient behavior,
7. In the case of T = m, we assume that the principal's payoff if the agent never
completes the task is less than X, for all t. We can think of this as the principal
receiving X1 in period 1, and paying x," in each period T that the task is delayed.
This assumption implies that the principal cannot avoid losses relative to X1 by
inducing the agent never to complete the task.
8. This assumption implies that "completing the task when ct 5 c" is
equivalent to "waitingn-not doing the task for sure. Without this assumption, we
have to define an action to represent waiting (as we do in Sections IV and V).
9. By defining the strategy this way, and not allowing each cutoff st to be a
function of the history of task costs (c1,c2,. . . , c,-l), we are restricting the set of
possible strategies that the agent could employ. This simplification is unrestrictive
for TCs and naifs. In each period, both TCs and naifs choose the continuation
strategy that maximizes their continuation payoffs, and continuation payoffs are
independent of past task costs. For sophisticates, in contrast, this simplification
can be restrictive, as we discuss in a footnote in Section VI.
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which we denote by y" = (y;,y:, . . . ,y;). Throughout, we denote a
generic strategy by s and a specific strategy (e.g., the efficient
strategy or an "equilibrium" strategy) by y. ..
In this environment there are two real costs: the delay costs
incurred by the principal and the task costs incurred by the agent.
Efficient behavior y* = (y;,y:, . . . ,y;) will therefore minimize the
sum of expected task costs and expected delay costs.1° It is
convenient to express y" recursively; that is, the efficient cutoff in
period t must exactly equal the expected total costs of waiting in
period t conditional on following strategy y* in the future. To
express the expected total costs from waiting in period t, we first
define a hazard function h ( t,~s), which represents the probability
that the agent will not complete the task before period T > t if the
agent waits in period t and follows strategy s thereafter. Then

Let xt(s)be the expected delay cost incurred by the principal if the
agent waits in period t and follows strategy s thereafter (so the
expected gross payoff to the principal if the agent waits in period t
is X,- xt(s)).Then

Let it(s) be the expected task cost incurred by the agent from
waiting in period t and following the strategy s thereafter. Then,

where E ( c c 5 s) = l/F(s) f c dF(c).
In period t the agent should complete the task if the known
task cost c, is less than the total expected costs from waiting,
10. Since wages are merely transfer payments between the two parties, y:"
maximizes the sum of the principal's payoff and the agent's payoff. Moreover, all
points on the Pareto frontier involve the agent's following strategy y*. We assume
throughout the paper that y" exists and is (as we define it below) "unique" in the
sense that all efficient strategies yield equivalent behavior. These conditions hold
in all cases we have considered, and we suspect they hold without loss of
generality, but we have not proved any such results.
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which implies that y" must satisfy for each t < T :

The principal would like to require the agent to complete the
task in period t if and only if ct i y: but since the principal cannot
observe c,, the contract cannot specify a wage contingent on the
task cost, but only on when the agent completes the task. Denote a
temporal incentive scheme by W = (W1,W2,. . . ,WT),where the
agent receives wage Wt if he completes the task in period t. The
incremental wage w: is defined by w = Wt - Wt+l.llSince the
agent is risk-neutral, only the incremental wage w: affects
behavior. The level of wages matters only for the question of
whether the agent accepts the contract.
The agent has present-biased preferences, as described in
Section 11, with 6 = 1. We consider two types of agents. TCs have
p = 1, so they have standard time-consistent preferences. (TC
stands for time-consistent.) Naifs have p < 1, but they are naive
and therefore believe they will behave like TCs beginning next
period. We examine TC behavior both as a benchmark against
which to compare naifs' behavior and because it represents naifs'
perceived future behavior. In addition to being time-inconsistent,
naifs are also more impatient than TCs. It will become clear that
the main results are driven by the time inconsistency, and not by
the relative impatience.
To use the preferences described in Section 11, we must
convert wages and task costs into instantaneous utilities. Our
crucial assumption is that task costs are incurred immediately
whereas wages are received sometime in the future. Consequently, a naive agent gives the current task cost more weight in
his decision than future wages, causing a tendency to procrastinate.12 Formally, we assume that if the agent completes the task

:

11. For the case of T = m, we make a n assumption comparable to the one we
made for the principal: if the agent never completes the task, his payoff is below W,
for all t. An interpretation is that from time to time the agent must "settle up"
incurred delay penalties.
12. We define "procrastination" to be instances where a person delays when
from a long-run perspective (or in fact from any prior perspective) he would prefer
to complete the task.
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in period 2, then his instantaneous utilities are u,-= -cz, u ~ =+W,~
and u, = 0 for all t @ [2,Z + l].13
To examine how the agent will behave given an incentive
scheme W, we use the concept of perception-perfect strategies
introduced by O'Donoghue and Rabin [19991. Rather than give the
general definition, we describe the implications for the two types
of agents in the model here. For TCs, a perception-perfect strategy
is the standard, simple decision-theoretic prediction: at all times
TCs maximize their expected utility given their current information, so they complete the task now if the utility from doing so is
higher than the expected utility from waiting. Naifs similarly
compare their utility from completing the task now with their
perceived expected utility from waiting; but because naifs think
they will behave like TCs in the future, their perceived utility is
systematically wrong (and, in particular, overoptimistic). That is,
naifs misperceive their future behavior and consequently their
future utility from waiting.
As it was for the efficient strategy y", it is convenient to
express perception-perfect strategies recursively. The agent's
cutoff in period t must exactly equal his perceived total expected
cost from waiting in period t. From the agent's perspective, there
are two costs associated with waiting in period t: the expected
task cost he will incur in the future and any lost wages. If the
agent perceives that he will follow strategy s in the future, then
the expected task cost from waiting is Ct(s). Let pt(s) be the
expected wage cost from waiting in period t when the agent
perceives he will follow strategy s in the future (so the expected
wage if the agent waits in period t is W, - pt(s)).Then

Let .j, 5
. . . ,Tr) denote a perception-perfect strategy for
TCs. A TC does not discount future costs, and knows exactly how
he will behave in the future. Hence, .j, = (?l,.j,a,. . . ,TT) must
13. Even if wages are received immediately, they will effectively be delayed if
the agent cannot enjoy their benefits immediately; wages will be given exaggerated weight in decisions only if they affect immediate consumption. We discuss the
use of immediate rewards such a s breaks or parties in SectionVII. Our assumption
that the wage is received in period t* + 1is merely for simplicity; because we have
assumed no time-consistent discounting, the agent does not care when in the
future he receives the wage.
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satisfy for each t < T,

Let y = (y1,y2,. . . ,yT) denote a perception-perfect strategy for
naifs. Naifs discount future costs by factor P. Moreover, they
believe that they will behave like TCs in the future and follow
strategy 9, so their perceived expected task cost from waiting is
it(?),
and theirperceived expected wage cost from waiting ispt(?).
Hence, y = (y1,y2,. . . ,yT)must satisfy for each t < T,14

The final components ofthe model are the structure of ex ante
negotiation and the participation constraint. As our focus is
efficiency, which is unaffected by the absolute level of wages, the
participation constraint will not play a prominent role in our
analysis. However, with naive time-inconsistent agents, some
important issues arise that need to be addressed.
For simplicity, we assume that the principal proposes a
contract which the agent can either accept or reject. If the agent
accepts, he will be compensated according to the incentive scheme.
If
- the agent rejects, then there is no contract, and he gets utility
U = 0. Which contracts will the agent accept? For TCs the answer
is clear. Given an incentive scheme W, TCs correctly predict their
future behavior (i.e., ?) and therefore accept any contract that
pays an ex ante expected wage larger than the ex ante expected
task cost. For naifs, several issues arise. Since naifs have timeinconsistent preferences, it matters whether the contract is
signed in period 1 or prior to period 1. We assume ex ante
negotiations occur prior to period 1, so the agent's "long-run
uti1ity"is relevant when signing the contract. In our model, we can
interpret this as ex ante negotiations occurring in period 0, where
the agent's preferences are described by U O .
14. and y as defined in the text are unique, but there could be other
strategies that would yield identical observed behavior (and would be perceptionperfect strategies under a more general definition). Throughout, we refer to ? and y
as the perception-perfect strategies. For T = =, under some W 4 or y or both may
not exist; but for all W we consider they do exist.
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More importantly, naifs incorrectly perceive future behavior,
and consequently will generally be overoptimistic about their
utility from signing a contract. Should the participation constraint for naifs be based on the utility naifs perceive at the time
they sign, or on the average utility they actually get from the
contract? In other words, should we use utility from an ex ante
view ("perceived utility") or an ex post view ("experienced utility")? We primarily take the point of view that the participation
constraint for naifs should be based on experienced utility of the
agent. But we first consider the perceived-utility perspective. In
that case, naifs could be exploited as a "money pump": The
principal could hire a naif to do some task and get the naif to pay
her a large sum of money (i.e., earn a large negative wage) to do
the task. Consider the following example.
Example 1
Consider a task that is "useless" to the principal (i.e.,X, = 0
for all t ) , and suppose that the distribution of task costs for the
agent has support [c,El,with mean Ec, and that c/p > E. Consider
the incentive scheme W = (Ec, Ec - w, . . . , Ec - (T - 1)w)with
c r w + Ec < clP. Since?i 5 Ec + w, TCs will complete the task for
sure in period 1. Hence, naifs' perceived utility from the contract is
W1 - Ec = 0 =
so naifs would be willing to sign the contract.
However, since c > P(Ec + w), in fact naifs procrastinate until
period T. Hence, the principal could use this useless task to bilk
an arbitrarily large amount of money from the agent, since limT,,
WT = - X .

u,

The general intuition reflected in Example 1is that when the
agent mispredicts her own future behavior, the principal can bilk
the agent by offering an incentive scheme that punishes delay
sufficiently leniently so as to lull the agent into severe and costly
procrastination. For a degenerate enough task-cost distribution
such as that in Example 1, it is possible for the principal to offer a
contract that the agent will accept under the premise that he will
complete the task immediately, when in fact he will for sure
procrastinate until the very end. By proposing a contract with T
arbitrarily large, the principal can guarantee an arbitrarily large
negative wage. For general task-cost distributions, creating such
a stark contrast between beliefs and behavior will not be possible.
Nonetheless, the following lemma establishes that the principal
can bilk arbitrarily large sums of money from naifs as long as the
task cost is bounded away from zero.
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LEMMA
1. Suppose that there exists a task such that c > 0. Then
for any V < 0 and any p < 1, there exists a contract W that
naifs perceive to yield expected .utility UP 2 0, but that
actually pays less than W .
All proofs are in the Appendix. The intuition for Lemma 1is
similar to the reasoning in Example 1. For any cost distribution
the principal can create an incentive scheme such that despite
believing they will complete the activity with positive probability
in all periods, naifs in fact procrastinate until period T. To do this,
the principal must make the incremental punishment for delay
large enough that the naif believes he will complete the task
relatively soon, yet small enough that the naif will actually delay
until period T. For T sufficiently large, naifs believe that they will
complete the task long before period T, and as a result they will
accept a contract with a large negative wage in period T.
Lemma 1, taken literally, says that principals can become
arbitrarily rich by hiring naive agents not for any useful function,
but rather to exploit their overoptimism. While it is plausible that
firms take some advantage of such bilking opportunities, we think
studying efficiency-oriented temporal incentive schemes is probably more important than studying bilking-oriented schemes.
There are several reasons for this perspective. First of all, in some
situations a principal might use efficiency-oriented contracts even
when bilking is possible. There are clearly settings in which a
principal would find it optimal to sacrifice some efficiency in order
to bilk an agent-e.g., when the principal can hire only one agent
and this agent can complete only one task. But in other settingse.g., if the supply of agents is large, or if a given agent is not
time-constrained-it may instead be optimal for the principal to
offer one contract to get a task efficiently completed and other
contracts to bilk people.
In addition, there are several reasons that the principal may
be unable to bilk people. For instance, reputational pressures may
induce firms to offer incentive contracts that are ex post acceptable to agents, which would imply that firms wish to induce
efficient behavior. A firm (i.e., the principal) will likely have many
tasks that it needs completed. To maintain a pool of willing
agents, the firm might need to develop a reputation for making
agents on average ex post pleased with the outcomes, which
means that the expected experienced utility for the agent must be
Such a "reputation constraint" for principals would
at least

u.
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imply that, effectively, the participation constraint for naifs is
based on experienced utility. If working a t a firm involves
completing, say, one hundred tasks over the c,ourse of a year, and
the most important "participation constraint" by employees is not
whether they wish to take a job but whether they wish to change
jobs, then the experienced-utility perspective is clearly more
appropriate.
Another reason to downplay the principal's bilking opportunities is somewhat more subtle, and somewhat slippery to model
formally, but seems psychologically realistic. A pattern for many
psychological biases is the coexistence of day-to-day errors with a
"meta-awareness" of these errors. In terms of procrastination,
people seem to be "meta-sophisticated" about their tendency to
procrastinate, and yet they exhibit day-to-day naivete. If so, then
considering ex post efficiency may not be a bad approximation:
agents may sign contracts completely aware of their general
tendency to procrastinate, and yet on a day-to-day and case-bycase basis, they may be overoptimistic about avoiding future
procrastination. This conceptualization also accords well with our
assumption that the principal is aware of the procrastination
problem, because it allows that the principal is no more aware
than the agent himself, only that they are both meta-aware.
Finally, the often invoked (if rarely formalized) presumption
that efficient institutions and production schemes tend to survive
over time-even if people are not aware of why they work-may
suggest a focus on efficiency contracts rather than bilking contracts. Principals may use deadline contracts, and employees may
tend to accept such contracts, even if neither party knows why
they work.
In any event, for the rest of this paper we assume the
participation constraint for naifs is based on experienced utility,
and therefore focus on efficient contracts. We next ask whether
temporal incentive schemes can induce efficient behavior when
the principal has complete information about the agent, i.e., when
the principal knows both the agent's propensity to procrastinate,
6, and his distribution of task costs.
Since TCs are time-consistent, TC behavior minimizes the
sum of the expected task cost and the expected wage cost. Since
efficient behavior minimizes the sum of the expected task cost and
the expected delay cost, TCs behave efficiently if the expected
wage cost is identical to the expected delay cost; that is, if the
incentive scheme internalizes the principal's payoff schedule.
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With a stationary delay cost, this means a stationary incentive
scheme that reflects the true delay cost. We formalize this
intuition in Proposition 1.
1. TCSbehave efficiently under any incentive scheme
PROPOSITION
W satisfying w) = x) for all t; and if X has a stationary delay
cost xi, TCs behave efficiently under any stationary incentive
scheme with wA= xi.

Proposition 1 implies that TCs behave efficiently if the
incentive scheme internalizes the principal's delay costs. In
contrast, for naifs such an incentive scheme would induce inefficiently low cutoffs, because naifs tend to procrastinate. When the
principal has complete information about the agent, however, she
can in fact induce efficient behavior for naifs with an incentive
scheme that exactly counteracts the tendency to procrastinate.
With a stationary delay cost, this means a stationary incentive
scheme reflecting a delay cost larger than the true delay cost. We
formalize this intuition in Proposition 2.
PROPOSITION
2. For every X, C, and P < 1,
(i) There exists an incentive scheme W such that naifs
behave efficiently,'and
(ii)1f y:< F for all t, then any such W satisfies w) > x: for
all t 5 T; and if X has a stationary delay cost xA,there exists a
stationary incentive scheme W with wA> xAsuch that naifs
behave efficiently.
The following example demonstrates the results in Propositions 1 and 2, and also illustrates that a "steeper" incentive
scheme for naifs relative to TCs implies that the initial wage for
naifs must be larger in order to satisfy the participation constraint. Since both types are induced to behave efficiently, they
face the same expected task cost.
Example 2
Suppose that T = m, xA= 1/32, and C is distributed uniformly
on [c,c + 11, so F(c) = c - c for c E [c,c_+ 11.
Eficiency: Clearly, the efficient cutoff cost will be stationary.
Let y": = (y:k,y:k,. . .) denote the efficient strategy. For each t,
xt(y:k)
= xA/F(y:k) = 1/32/(y*
and Ct(y:%)= E ( c c % y * ) =
(C + y*)/2. Hence, y4: = l/,d(y* - c_) + (g + -fk)/2, implying that
y:b = c + l/4.
k s : Proposition 1 establishes that a stationary incentive
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scheme with incremental wage wA= xA= 1/32 will induce efficient
behavior. The principal will offer an incentive contract such that
the agent behaves efficiently and the expected wage equals the
expected task cost. Hence, the incentive scheme must satisfy W1 =
(1 - F(y*))pl(y*)+ CO(y*).
Sincepl(y") = wAl(y"- c) = 4wAand
c + %z.Hence, the
L0(y*)= (c + y*)l2 = c + %, W1 = 3wA+ c + % = first-best contract for TCs is W = (c + 7/32, c + 6/32) c + 5/32,
c_

+ 4/32> . . .).

Naifs: Suppose that P = M. Proposition 2 establishes that a
stationary incentive scheme can induce efficient behavior for
naifs, so that there is an incremental wage w' that will induce
efficient behavior. Given w', 9 will clearly be stationary (i.e.,cutoff
9 in all periods) and satisfies 9 = w'l(9 - c) + (c + 9112, or 9 = c +
12zu'(as long as w' 5 l/z so 9 5 c + 1). In general, y satisfies y, =
p9, for all t, so y, = y* for all t if y" = p(c +
or w' =
1/2 (C + 1/2)2 (and w' 5 l/z as long as c 5 M). As for TCs, the
incentive scheme must satisfy W1 = (1 - F(y*))pl(y*)+ [O(y'k)=
3w' + c + %. SOfor any c 5 1/2, the first-best contract for naifs is
described by W1 = 3wA+ c + % and w' = M (c + MI.'

iw)

The contracts used to induce efficiency in Example 2 vary
according to c, which determines how high the average task cost
is. Figure I illustrates the incentive schemes that will be chosen
for both naifs and TCs, for two different values of c, a low cost of
c- = 0 and a high cost of c = M.15 For each task-cost distribution,
the optimal incentive scheme is steeper for naifs than for TCs;
therefore, naifs must have a larger intercept to satisfy the
participation constraint. Another feature of Figure I is crucial for
the intuition of Section IV: for TCs, changing the task-cost
distribution changes the intercept (i.e., the participation constraint) but not the slope. In contrast, for naifs, changing the
task-cost distribution changes both the intercept and the slope.
Intuitively, higher average task costs imply a greater propensity
to procrastinate, and steeper incentives are required to overcome
procrastination. This difference, that changing the average task
cost affects the optimal incentives for naifs but not for TCs,
implies a qualitative difference in how principals deal with
uncertainty over average task costs for the two types of agents.
We conclude this section with a brief example illustrating
15. For c = 0, the first-best contract is W = (7/32,6/32,W2, . . .) for TCS and W =
(%,3/s,??, . . .) for naifs; for c = 1/2, the first-best contract is W = (23/32,22/32,21/32, . . .) for

TCs and W

=

(17/8,13/s,9/s,

. . .) for naifs.
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9/4

Optimal scheme for naifs when E = 112

/Optimal

scheme for TCs when c = 1/2

Optunal scheme for naifs wnen E = O

FIGURE
I
Optimal Incentive Schemes for Example 2

another implication of Proposition 2: even if a principal faces no
delay costs before some absolute deadline, she may have to impose
incremental punishments for delay even before the deadline to
combat inefficient procrastination.

Example 3
Suppose that the principal faces a pure deadline: Xt = K > 0
for all t 5 D, Xt = 0 for all t > D. For TCs, the optimal incentive
scheme will clearly punish the agent by K if and only if he delays
past period D (i.e.,w: = 0 for all t < D and w: = Kfor t = D).For
naifs, however, the optimal incentive scheme may punish delay
even before the deadline (i.e., w: > 0 for t < D). That is, the
principal must "falsely" punish the agent for delay if she wants to
induce efficient behavior.
In periods where there is no delay cost, efficiency still may call
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for completing the task if the task-cost realization is particularly
small. Because naifs tend to procrastinate, to induce efficiency the
principal must punish delay even though she.does not care at all
directly about delay. Even if a professor feels that it is only
important for a student to understand the material by exam time,
she may still want to grade problem sets throughout the semester.
Although such a policy punishes the few students who would
successfully learn the material with little effort a t the last
moment, it benefits the many students who would put off learning
the material until it becomes so late that they cannot adequately
do so.
IV. HETEROGENEOUS
PROPENSITIES
TO PROCRASTINATE
In this section we assume that the principal is uncertain
about the agent's propensity to procrastinate. There are two ways
in which agents can differ in their propensities to procrastinate.
First, agents can differ in their inherent propensities to procrastinate, p. Second, agents can differ in their induced propensities to
procrastinate: for a fixed p, different task-cost distributions
induce different propensities for procrastination. While our model
would be similar under either variant of procrastination, we focus
solely on the latter for two reasons. First, we consider it a result of
direct interest that the scale of the disparity between efficient
waiting and inefficient procrastination can depend on the environment, rather than solely on the agent's inherent procrastinatory
tendencies. Second, we suspect that for long-employed agents,
uncertainty over the environment can persist while uncertainty
over the inherent propensity to procrastinate may not. Consider a
single employee who is given many tasks over time to complete.
Eventually his supervisor may figure out his inherent propensity
to procrastinate, p. But if the agent must perform a long series of
idiosyncratic tasks of uncertain difficulty, then case-by-case uncertainty over his propensity to procrastinate may remain in the long
run.
We suppose the task-cost distribution C is unknown to both
parties in period 0 when they sign the contract, and is revealed to
the agent but not to the principal sometime before period 1. The
specific C realized determines an agent's "type."We assume in this
section that there are two types of agents who differ only in their
mean task costs, with the exact same distribution of task costs
around the mean. Agents who face a higher mean task cost are
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more prone to procrastinate. Perhaps the best interpretation of
this situation is that the principal (and, ex ante, the agent) is
unsure of how hard the agent will find the task, but that she has a
rough sense of the day-to-day variance in the opportunity cost for
the agent to do the task. In Section V we consider the case where
not only may the means of the task costs differ, but also the
distributions around the means.
Our results in Section I11 imply that for a time-consistent
agent, private information about the task-cost distribution does
not cause a problem: TCs behave efficiently no matter the
distribution of task costs, as long as the incentive scheme internalizes the principal's preferences. As illustrated by Example 2 and
Figure I, the slope of the optimal incentive scheme for TCs does
not depend on the task-cost distribution C. For naifs, on the other
hand, a problem arises because their optimal incentive scheme
depends on the distribution of task costs. As illustrated by
Example 2 and Figure I, agents with higher average task costs
(who are more prone to procrastinate) require "steeper" incentive
schemes. Hence, when the agent's propensity to procrastinate is
unknown, efficient incentives must be steep enough to prevent
high-cost types from procrastinating, yet shallow enough to
induce low-cost types to wait when waiting is efficient.
In this section and the next, we consider the case in which the
principal's incremental cost of delay is stationary: X, - Xt+l = x A
for all t, with T = m. Our focus on stationary environments allows
us to highlight an interesting nonstationarity result. Proposition
1,presented earlier, established that when delay costs are stationary the optimal incentive scheme for TCs is stationary, and
Proposition 2 established that the optimal "full-information"
incentive scheme for naifs is also stationary. We show, however,
that if the agent has private information about the distribution of
his task costs, then the second-best optimal incentive scheme for
naifs is generally not stationary. Rather, it is a "deadline scheme":
An agent is initially punished only mildly for delay, but there is a
date after which punishment for delay becomes more severe.
In this section and the two that follow, we use the term
"deadlines" to describe incentive schemes with discrete jumps in
how severely the agent is punished for delay. Two comments are in
order. First, although such discrete jumps are second-best optimal
in our simple model, a more general model would not generate
such clear deadlines. Rather, the more general qualitative result
is that second-best optimal incentive schemes should impose
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increasingly severe punishments over time. Second, real-world
deadline contracts often take a different, simpler form: the agent
is punished each time he misses a deadline (with no punishments
between deadlines). We discuss the relationship between our
model and such simple deadlines in the concluding section.
For tractability we consider a highly simplified model with
two types of agent, where each type faces two possible task costs.
Let i E [L,H]denote an agent's type, and let .rr denote the ex ante
probability that the agent is type L (so 1 - .rr is the ex ante
probability that the agent is type H ) . The cost distribution Ci for
each i E [L,H]is
with probability %

Fi = ci+ k

with probability %,

where CH > CL and k > 0. Hence, the H agent has a higher average
task cost than the L agent, and therefore the H agent is more
prone to procrastinate. In this 2 x 2 model, the agent could be a
high-cost type or a low-cost type, and each type can have a
high-cost realization or a low-cost realization. To clarify our
discussion, we use the following terminology to describe the three
possible plans that the agent might employ in any given period:16

Terminology

Action

do it for sure (dl:

complete task if c = cior c

be selective (s):

complete task only if c

wait for sure (w?:

do not complete task.

-

=

=

ci

ci

We redefine strategies in terms of these three plans. A
strategy is therefore s (sl,s2,. . .) such that st E [d,s,wJfor all t.
Since X and W are the same for both types, we can define h ( ~ t , s ) ,
xt(s?,andpt(s?exactly as in Section 111, where we redefine F to be
F ( d ?= 1,F(s?= %, and F(w?= 0. Since the two types face different
task-cost distributions, however, the expected task cost is typedependent. Let [$s? be identical to Lt(s) except that Ei(cc r st)
replaces E(c c 5 st 1, where we define Ei(cc 5 st)as

16. The fourth possible plan, complete the task only if c
be neither optimal nor chosen.

=

F,,would obviously
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*,

Given X, let y" = (y*,
lL,y , . . .) be the
efficient strategy for type
. .
i E {L,H].Similarly, gven W, let qi = (qi,?",. . .) and yi = (yhy;, . . .)
be the perception-perfect strategies of type i E (L,H]for, respectively, TCs and naifs. Then, for all t, y*i, qi, and yi satisfy17

The assumption that task-cost distributions differ in only
their means is important for two reasons. First, efficient behavior
depends on the distribution of task costs but not their mean, so
efficient behavior will be the same for both types (i.e.,
= y*L = y*). Second, TC behavior also depends on the distribution of task costs but not the mean, so TC behavior will be the
same for both types (i.e., qH = qL 9). This second result has an
important implication: naifs perceive that they will behave like
TCs in the future, so L's and H's perceive the same continuation
strategies. Hence, for any incentive scheme, we have pt(q) +
1;&(q)- CH = pt(q)+ 1;i(q)- CL for all t. That is, both types of agent
have the exact same perceptions of how delaying will affect their
net gain or loss in expected cost.ls
When there is a stationary delay cost XI, efficient behavior
calls for either doing it for sure in all periods or being selective in
all periods (i.e., y* = (d,d, . . .) or y* = (s,s, . . .)). Analysis of the
first case is trivial, since efficiency can be achieved simply with a

-

17. As written, these definitions are ambiguous because t h e y do not specify
w h a t t h e agent does w h e n indifferentbetween t w o actions. I n t h e analysis below,
w e follow t h e incentive-design literature b y assuming t h a t w h e n indifferent t h e
agent behaves as t h e principal would like h i m t o behave.
18. T h i s second result also explains w h y w e do not consider direct mechanisms-contracts where t h e agent reveals his type t o t h e principal, allowing t h e
incentive scheme t o be type-dependent. For naifs, i t is not possible t o differentiate
t h e types: for a n y incentive scheme, high-cost types and low-cost types perceive t h e
same future behavior, and hence there cannot b e a "separating equilibrium."
Moreover, direct mechanisms seem unreasonable i n t h i s environment. Our
analysis m a y be most applicable t o situations where a n agent is hired t o complete
m a n y t a s k s over t i m e , or w h e n m a n y agents i n a n organization are given t h e same
incentive schemes. I n such environments, renegotiation o f each incentive scheme
t o t a k e account o f case-specific information seems unrealistic.
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very steep incentive scheme in the first period. We focus instead
on the case where first-best efficiency calls for being selective in all
periods, which holds as long as k > xA.
Before examining how a principal should deal with multiple
types, we first characterize which incentive schemes induce
efficiency for a specific type. Lemma 2 characterizes the behavior
of naifs under stationary incentive schemes. For small incremental wages, naifs wait for sure in all periods; for moderate
incremental wages, naifs are selective in all periods; and for large
incremental wages, naifs do it for sure in all periods.
LEMMA2. Suppose that there is a stationary incentive scheme
with incremental wage wA.Then for agent i E [L,H]:
yi

=

(w,w, . . .) if and only if w.' < g i ;

yi

=

(s,s, . . .) if and only if g i 5 wAIE..
1)

y+

(d,d, . . .) if and only if wA> E,,

where giand Ei are given by

The values g iand E, in Lemma 2 represent the minimum and
maximum stationary incremental wages that can induce efficient
behavior by a naif of type i.lg Given the discrete nature of the
model, it is not surprising that multiple incentive schemes can
induce efficient behavior.
Of course, some' nonstationary incentive schemes induce
efficient behavior in this environment as well. However, it turns
out that any incentive scheme that induces efficient behavior
must "on average" reflect the incentives of some stationary
incentive scheme that induces efficiency. To formalize this claim,
19. The equation for g,depends on the agent's perceptions, which is why the
result involves two cases. For c, < ( 1 + p)kl(l - p), the agent perceives that he will
w = g,;
a nd for c, > ( 1 + p)kl(l P), the
follow 9' = ( s , s, . . .) in the future when '
agent perceives that he will follow 9' = ( d , d , . . .) in the future when w-\= g,.
-
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we first note that a constant incremental wage wAimplies that the
ex ante expected wage cost of a selective agent is C;=, (%JtwA,
which reduces to simply wA . The following lemma establishes that
for any incentive scheme that induces efficient behavior for type i,
the ex ante expected wage cost must be in the range [g,,E,l.
LEMMA
3 . If an incentive scheme W induces y; = s for all t, then
wi 5 C;=, (I/z)t w; 5 Ei.
Lemmas 2 and 3 characterize the types of incentive schemes
that can induce efficiency for a specific type. They also permit a
simple characterization of when the principal can induce efficiency for both types: it follows directly from Lemmas 2 and 3 that
either there exists a stationary incentive scheme that can induce
efficiency for both types (when zoH5 EL),or no incentive scheme
can induce efficiency for both types (when % > U ) L ) Which case
holds depends on the magnitude of the difference between the two
types in the mean task costs..

PROPOSITION
3. gH5 ELif and only if cH - cL 5 2kl(l - P). Hence,
if CH - cL 5 2k/(1 - P), there exists a stationary incentive
scheme under which both types behave efficiently (by being
selective every period). If cH - c~ > 2kl(l - PI, then no
incentive scheme can induce both types to behave efficiently
(by being selective every period).
Lemma 2 establishes that each type will behave efficiently for
a range of stationary incentive schemes. If the average costs of the
two types are close, these ranges will overlap, so a stationary
incentive scheme can induce efficient behavior for both type~.~O
Otherwise, no stationary incentive scheme can induce efficient
behavior for both types. Lemma 3 then establishes that any
nonstationary incentive scheme that induces efficiency for a given
type must "on average" reflect the incentives of some stationary
incentive scheme that induces efficiency for that type. Hence, if no
stationary incentive scheme can induce efficiency for both types,
then no incentive scheme of any form can induce efficiency for both
types.
Given that the principal cannot induce first-best efficiency for
20. This result is clearly an artifact of our assumption that the distribution of
types is discrete. For full-support distributions of types and "interior" efficient
behavior, the principal will be unable to induce full efficiency. The analog to
Proposition 3 in such a continuous model would be a convergence result that we get
closer to efficiency as the distribution of types becomes less dispersed.
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both types when c~ - c~ > 2kl(l - 61, we search for second-best
optimal incentive schemes. A particular type of nonstationary
incentive scheme will figure prominently in our results.

1. A deadline scheme with deadline D 2 1 is an
DEFINITION
incentive scheme such that there exists w * such that w: < w *
forallt<Dandw~>w*forallt~D.
DEFINITION
2. A (w2,w;)-deadline scheme is a deadline scheme in
which w: = w i for all t < D and w; = w i for all t D for some
w; < w;.
As we use the term here, a deadline scheme is an incentive
scheme where the incremental wage before some period D is
everywhere smaller than the incremental wage after period D. A
(wi,wi)-deadline scheme is a two-part linear incentive scheme
where w2 and w; are the respective slopes. We use the label
"deadline schemes" because agents are punished relatively lightly
for delay up to some date D (the "deadline"), after which further
delay leads to more severe punishment.
To intuit the advantages of deadline schemes, consider the
use of stationary incentive schemes when cH - cL > 2kl(l - 6).
Since efficiency calls for both L's and H's to be selective in all
periods, clearly the best stationary incentive scheme should
induce either L's or H's to be selective each period. But if L's are
selective every period, then H's never complete the task (which
occurs when EL 5 wA5 Q < gH);
and if H's are selective every
period, the L's complete the task immediately (which occurs when
WL < EH 5 wA5 EH). Hence, the best possible stationary incentive scheme has the limitation that either H's procrastinate
forever or L's inefficiently complete the task too early.
Deadline schemes have the potential to mitigate these problems. The initial small incremental wage gives L's some efficiency
value of waiting, while the eventual large incremental wage
prevents H's from procrastinating forever. As a preliminary step
in establishing the second-best optimality of deadline schemes,
Lemma 4 below implies that under any incentive scheme, for any
given period either H's wait for sure or L's do it for sure.
LEMMA
4. Suppose that cH - cL > 2kl(l
y; f w implies that y; = d.

-

P). Then for any t,

Lemma 4 reflects the intuition discussed earlier that under
any incentive scheme, qH = qL 9 and therefore pt(q) + &(q) -
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+ ti(?)- CL for all t. This property guarantees that if we
can induce both types to be selective in any period, then we can do
so in every period by adjusting the incremental wages appropriately. The second-best optimality of deadline schemes follows from
Lemma 4. Given that for any given period either H's wait for sure
or L's do it for sure, initially the principal will induce L's to be
selective and tolerate that H's inefficiently wait. But if L's are
selective while H's wait, then as time passes without completion
of the task it becomes more likely that the agent is type H. When
the likelihood that the agent is an H becomes large enough, it is
optimal to increase the punishment for delay so as to induce H's to
start being selective. That point is the deadline. To summarize,

CH = pt(q)

PROPOSITION
4. Suppose that cH - cL > 2kl(l - P), so that no
incentive scheme can induce efficiency for both types. Then,
(i) There exists D* 2 1 such that the (ZL,ZH)-deadline
scheme with deadline D* is second-best optimal. This
incentive scheme will induce y; = s and :y = w for all
t < D* and y; = d and y? = s for all t r D*.D*is either an
integer satisfying ct - 1 < D* < ct + 1 (when ct > 1) or
D * = 1(when ct 5 1))w here

(ii) If CL 2 (1+ P)/(l - P)k, then all second-best optimal
incentive schemes are deadline schemes.
Part (i) of Proposition 4 establishes that a (@,ZH)-deadline
scheme is always second-best optimal. While there can be other
incentive schemes that are second-best optimal, they all induce
exactly the same behavior except for knife-edge parameter values.
While part (ii) of Proposition 4 establishes that sometimes all
second-best optimal incentive schemes are deadline schemes,
when CL < (1+ p)k/(l - P), second-best behavior can be induced
with some nondeadline schemes. In this case, the principal can
mimic the outcome of the simple deadline scheme specified in
Proposition 4 part (i) with alternative (more complicated)
schemes.21
21. A result analogous to Lemma 3 could be formalized, however: the
"average" incremental wage before date D" must be less than the "average"
incremental wage after date D".
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The optimal incentive scheme in Proposition 4 implies the
following observed pattern of behavior: a number of people
complete the task immediately (half the L's), and another large
group completes the task in period D, just before the more severe
punishment kicks in (the remaining L's and half the H's). In
between, we would observe smaller (and decreasing) numbers of
agents doing it. In other words, people less prone to procrastinate
complete the task a t the first convenient time, or just before the
deadline if no convenient time arises. People more prone to
procrastinate wait until the deadline (and often beyond) before
completing the task.
Proposition 4 also implies some comparative statics that
reflect the intuition of why these schemes are attractive. The
optimal deadline D* is independent of cL,CH, and P except insofar
as they determine whether efficiency is possible. That is, if cH cL < 2kl(l - P), then a stationary incentive scheme is optimal.
Otherwise, a deadline scheme is optimal, and which deadline is
optimal is independent of CL, CH, and P. The deadline D* instead
depends only on the relative likelihood of L's versus H's (i.e., TI),
and on the relative benefits of discouraging delay versus encouraging selective performance (i.e., on k versus xA).As T approaches 1,
D* approaches m, and as T approaches 0, D* approaches 1. If the
population is predominantly L's, it is optimal to give them more
opportunities to get a low-cost realization; and if the population is
predominantly H's, it is optimal to have no delay before inducing
them to be selective. The term ((k - xA)lxA)
reflects the relative
benefits of discouraging delay versus encouraging selective performance. The larger is k relative to the delay cost xA (while
maintaining the condition cH - c~ 2 2 kl(1 - P)), the larger is D'%.
In other words, as task-cost considerations become more important than delay-cost considerations, the principal can give L's a
longer time to find a small cost and still get H's to eventually find
a small
This section has shown in a simple model how deadline
schemes are second-best optimal for present-biased agents in a
way they would not be for time-consistent agents. Generalizing
our model to allow full-support task-cost distributions rather
22. We feel an important subsidiary contribution of Proposition 4 is to
introduce into economic theory the previously neglected number In (In (2)).
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than discrete task-cost distributions or more than two types of
agent would make it unlikely that the optimal incentive schemes
for naifs would be simple two-part linear schemes. Optimal
incentive schemes will, however, be concave, with the punishment for delay becoming increasingly harsh over time. Because
these generalizations yield no qualitatively different results or
insights beyond indicating the nongenerality of our two-part
linear scheme, we have omitted them from the paper. In the next
section, however, we turn to a qualitatively different generalization.

In this section we generalize the model of Section IV to allow
different types of the agent to have task-cost distributions with
different variances. Consider a model identical to that in Section
IV except that now the task-cost distribution is
ci

-

ki

with probability 1/2

ci

+ hi

with probability %,

for type i E [L,H],where cL < CH. We assume kL < CL and kH < CH,
guaranteeing that the task cost is always positive. While we feel it
is natural to assume that kH 2 kL,meaning a higher average task
cost is associated with increased day-to-day variance, we also
consider the case where kL > kH.23For the majority of this section
we also assume xA < min{kL,kH],so that, as in Section IV, it is
efficient for both types to be selective in all periods. We briefly
comment a t the end of this section on the cases kH > xA 2 kL and
kL > xA 2 kH.
This section develops two main findings regarding the robustness of the deadline results in Section IV. First, when kH 2 kL,
Propositions 6 and 7 establish that whenever a stationary incentive scheme cannot induce efficiency for both types, deadline
schemes are second-best optimal. Second, when kL > kH, our
deadline result need not hold: in Example 4 below, a nondeadline
scheme is superior to all deadline schemes.
23. T h e condition k H > k L would hold, for instance, i f w e interpret c~ and c~ as
t h e number o f hours required t o complete t h e t a s k and assume t h a t t h e stochastic
opportunity costs for each hour o f t h e day are identically and independently
distributed w i t h a m e a n o f one.
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As a preliminary step, we first establish the conditions under
which the principal can induce efficiency for both types.24Recall
that Lemmas 2 and 3 characterize the types of incentive schemes
that can induce type i to be selective in all periods. These lemmas
continue to hold replacing k with ki in the formulas for giand Ei.
In other words, for type i there exist gi and Ei such that i's are
selective in all periods for any stationary incremental wage w A E
[gi,Zil. Moreover, any incentive scheme that induces i's to be
selective in all periods must "on average" reflect the incentives of
some stationary incentive scheme that induces i's to be selective
in all periods. Hence, Proposition 5 below is analogous to Proposition 3: either a stationary incentive scheme can induce efficiency
for both types (when gH5 EL),or no incentive scheme can induce
efficiency for both types (when gH> UIL).25
PROPOSITION
5 . First-best efficiency can be induced if and only if it
can be induced with a stationary incentive scheme.
For the case when gH> ZL,no incentive scheme can induce
full efficiency. Will deadline schemes be second-best optimal?
When kH 2 kL, Lemma 5 establishes that as long as cH 2
(1+ p)kH/(l - 6) a result identical to Lemma 4 holds: for any
individual period t, ifL's are selective (or wait) in period t then H's
must wait in period t.
LEMMA
5 . Suppose that kH 2 kLbut % > ZL,SO that no incentive
scheme can induce efficiency for both types. If cH I
(1 + p)kH/(l - P), then for any t, -y? f w implies that -y: = d.
From Lemma 5 we can establish Proposition 6, which is
equivalent to Proposition 4 except that kL replaces k in the
equation for
PROPOSITION
6. Suppose that kH 2 kL but gH> ZL,SO that no
incentive scheme can induce efficiency for both types. If cH r
24. Since m u c h o f t h e analysis here i s exactly analogous t o t h a t in Section IV,
w e do not provide as m u c h detail.
25. T h e r e i s , however, n o simple condition o n underlying parameters for w h e n
t h e principal can induce efficiency.
26. Since H ' s are waiting until after t h e deadline, k H is irrelevant t o
determining t h e deadline date.
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(1 + P)kHl(l - P), then

(i) There exists D* 2 1 such that the (&,EH)-deadline
scheme with deadline D* is second-best optimal. This
incentive scheme will induce y: = s and y? = w for all
t < D* and y; = d and y? = s for all t 2 D*. D* is either an
integer satisfying cr - 1 < DA:< a + 1 (when cr > 1) or
D* = 1(when cr 5 1)where

(ii) If CL 2 (1 + P)kLI(l- PI, then all second-best optimal
incentive schemes are deadline schemes.
When k~ 2 kLbut c~ < (1+ P)kH/(l - P), there can be periods
in which L's and H's are both selective, so Lemma 5 does not hold.
However, there is a slightly weaker result, Lemma 6: if L's are
selective (or wait) in allperiods, then H's must wait in allperiods.
LEMMA
6. Suppose that kH 2 kL but gH> @, SO that no incentive scheme can induce efficiency for both types. If cH <
(1+ P)kHl(l - P), then if yF f d for all t, y: = w for all t.
Although Lemma 6 is weaker than Lemmas 4 and 5, it is
sufficient to establish the second-best optimality of deadlines:
Proposition 7 shows that there must be some "deadline" D at
which L's complete the task for sure. However, behavior under
second-best optimal deadline schemes can be slightly different
(and "better") in the conditions under which Proposition 7 applies
than in Propositions 4 and 6. While L's behave the same as
before-they are selective before the deadline and do it at the
deadline-H's might behave differently. If kH is large enough,
then an impending deadline can induce H's to start being selective
before the deadline. In Proposition 7, d" represents the number of
periods just prior to the deadline in which H's are selective.
PROPOSITION
7. suppose that kH kL but gH> EL, SO that no
incentive scheme can induce efficiency for both types. If cH <
(1 + P)kHl(l - P), then
(i) There exists D*j: 2 1 such that the (Q,EH)-deadline
scheme with deadline D** is second-best optimal. This
= s for t < D**, y; = d for
incentive scheme will induce
t z D * * , y y $ =w f o r t < D * * -d,andy:=sfort?D**
-
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d, where

and D** = max {D*,$+ 11, where D* is defined in Proposition 6.27
(ii) If CL 2 (1+ P)kLI(l- P), then all second-best optimal
incentive schemes are deadline schemes.
Hence, when kH 2 kL, our main result holds: if gH> &, so
that no incentive scheme can induce efficient behavior for both
types, there is always a second-best optimal (EL,ZH)-deadline
scheme. In the less likely case kL > kH,however, deadline schemes
may not be optimal. The following example illustrates this
possibility.
Example 4
Suppose that P = %, cL = 8, kL = 6, cH = 22, kH = %, xAE
(%,%I, and 7~ = %.
Since kL > xAand kH > xA,SO efficiency calls for both types to
be selective in all periods. It can be shown that LUL = 1, & = 20,
W H = 21, and EH= 23. Hence, LUL < Q < gH
< U)H,SO Proposition
5 implies that the principal cannot induce efficient behavior from
both types. Consider the following nondeadline incentive scheme:
w: = 24, and w ; = 1 for t E {2,3,4,. . .]. Under this scheme, yL =
(s,s,. . .) and yH = (d,w,w,w, . . .), SO L's behave efficiently, and H's
(inefficiently) complete the task immediately. One can show that
this incentive scheme is better than any deadline scheme when
xAE (%,%).
Example 4 relies on the fact that when kH < kL there are
conditions where H's are more likely to complete the task than L's.
27. The optimal deadline D:'" = max { ~ : "+, 21)because il does not affect the
benefits to the principal of changing the deadline unless the deadline i~ less than
4 + 1.Hence, the optimal deadline D*" will be equal to DA'when D:!:> d . For D::' 5
d, the optimal deadline is D::'::'= d + 1:a deadlifle of d + 1implies that H's are always
selective and L's are selective in the first d periods, so any shorter deadline is
clearly inferior because H's are unaffected but L's are selective for fewer periods.
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Indeed, when kHis sufficiently smaller than kL,a reverse-deadline
scheme can induce H's to complete the task immediately while
still inducing L's to be selective in all pariods. Intuitively, a small
kHimplies that H's have very little to gain from waiting in period 1
when their task-cost realization is high, while at the same time a
large hLimplies that L's have a lot to gain from waiting in period 1
when their task-cost realization is high. Moreover, since any
stationary predeadline wage that would induce L's to be selective
would induce H's to wait, inducing immediate completion by H's
might be more attractive than having H's wait until a deadline.
Indeed, the parameters in Example 4 are such that by far the most
important efficiency concern is enabling L's to find a low task-cost
realization, and therefore the reverse-deadline scheme outperforms deadline schemes.
Finally, consider what happens when it is more efficient for
only one type to be selective. If kH > x A 2 kL, then efficiency
requires that L's complete the task and H's be selective in all
periods. In this case, first-best efficiency is always achievable:
because kH > kL implies that EH > EL,true that gL< EH,
efficiency will be induced with any stationary incremental wage
w A E [max { z u ~ , ~ ~ }The
, E intuition
~].
is straightforward: in all
earlier examples where the first best was not attainable, any
attempt to get H's to be selective always made L's inefficiently
complete the task for sure. If instead it is efficient for L's to
complete the task for sure, then efficiency is clearly attainable.
If kL > x A 2 kH,then it is efficient for L's to be selective and for
H's to complete the task in all periods. This case is less straightforward. Since kL > kH, it is possible to have EL2 EH,in which case
efficiency can be achieved with any stationary incremental wage
w A E [EH,EL].If EL< EH, a stationary incentive scheme cannot
induce efficiency. However, it may be possible to induce efficiency
with a nonstationary incentive scheme: the "reverse-deadline"
scheme in Example 4 above induces efficiency when x A E (%,6).28
For some parameter values, however, no incentive scheme can
induce efficiency. We have found examples where stationary
incentive schemes that induce both types to always be selective
are second-best optimal; and we have found examples where
28. That nonstationary schemes can induce efficiency in this situation wi e r stationary schemes cannot is not surprising, since it is efficient for the two t v ~ :r r
agent to behave differently.
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deadline schemes under which H's complete the task for sure at
the deadline are second-best optimal.

VI. SOPHISTICATED
AGENTS
Our analysis in this paper assumes that agents are naive
about their time inconsistency. How might our analysis change if
we assumed that agents were sophisticated? While a complete
analysis of sophisticated agents gives rise to a number of complications, and is beyond the scope of this paper, we argue that the
intuition for the second-best optimality of deadline incentive
schemes is not merely an artifact of the naivete assumption.
In the complete-information model of Section 111, sophisticates, unlike naifs, are not susceptible to bilking; but in other
respects, the behavior of sophisticates is qualitatively the same as
the behavior of naifs. When the principal knows the distribution
of task costs, there always exists an incentive scheme under which
sophisticates behave efficiently. Moreover, in order to counteract
procrastination, this incentive scheme must punish delay by more
than the true cost of delay. Finally, the larger the expected task
cost, the larger the propensity to procrastinate, and therefore the
steeper must be the incentive scheme to counteract procrastination. Although sophistication always mitigates the tendency to
procrastinate (often by a lot), it does not eliminate the problem.29
Hence, the principal faces the same (qualitative) procrastination
problem.
Consider a model identical to the asymmetric-information
model in Section IV, except now suppose that the agent is
sophisticated. Efficient behavior is independent of whether the
agent is a TC, naif, or sophisticate. Suppose again that k > xA,so it
is efficient for the agent to be selective in all periods.
Let 7"
((yi,~;,. . . ,y;) be a perception-perfect strategy for
sophisticates. Like naifs, in each period sophisticates compare the
known cost of completing the task now with their perceived
expected total cost from waiting. Also like naifs, sophisticates
discount future costs by factor p. But unlike naifs, sophisticates
correctly predict their future behavior, so their perceived total cost
from waiting ispt(yi)+ 1;;(yL).
Hence, (yi = ((y;,~;,. . . ,y&)satisfies
29. This claim is formalized and proved in O'Donoghue and Rabin [19991.
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for each t < T30

When can the principal induce efficient behavior for both
types? The answer corresponds exactly to the result for naifs
captured in Proposition 3.
PROPOSITION
8. Suppose that the agent is sophisticated. If c~ C L s 2kl(l - PI, there exists a stationary incentive scheme
under which both types behave efficiently (by being selective
every period); if c~ - c~ > 2kl(l - P), then no incentive
scheme can induce both types to behave efficiently.
The intuition for Proposition 8 is identical to that for Proposition 3. For each type of sophisticate, a range of stationary
incremental wages can induce efficient behavior. Furthermore,
any nonstationary incentive scheme that induces efficient behavior must "on average" reflect the incentives of some stationary
incentive scheme that induces efficient behavior. Hence, as for
naifs, either a stationary incentive scheme can induce efficiency
for both types (when the difference in average costs for the two
types is small), or no incentive scheme can induce efficiency for
both types (when the difference is large).
Unfortunately, it is difficult to explicitly solve for second-best
optimal incentive schemes for sophisticated agents because their
behavior can be quite complicated, even under stationary incentive schemes. It is therefore difficult to address whether deadline
incentive schemes will be second-best optimal for sophisticates
when first-best efficiency is unachievable. But we suspect that the
basic intuition. behind the second-best optimality of deadline
incentive schemes for naifs also holds for sophisticates. Consider
the following example of how sophisticates behave under stationary incentive schemes.

30. As for TCs and naifs, this definition does not specify what the agent
should do if he is indifferent between two actions, and we again assume that when
indifferent the agent behaves as the principal would like him to behave.
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Example 5
Suppose that ci = 30 and k = 5, and consider a sophisticate
with p = 1/2 facing a stationary incentive scheme with incremental
wage w4. Efficient behavior (s,s, . . .) is a perception-perfect strategy for sophisticates if and only if w A E [12.5,22.51.For w4 < 12.5,
the punishment for delay is not sufficiently severe to induce
efficient behavior. In contrast to naifs, however, sophisticates will
not procrastinate forever in this case because they correctly
predict that such behavior would yield an infinite wage cost.
Rather, they pursue a cyclical strategy; i.e., there exists n E
{2,3,4,. . .] such that y,,, = 7, for all t. For instance, the strategy
10, and
(s,s,w,s,s,w,. . .) is a perception-perfect strategy for w"
the strategy (s,s,w,s,w,s,s,w,s,w, . . .) is a perception-perfect strategy for wA= 9.31
Example 5 helps motivate the potential second-best optimality of deadline incentive schemes-for sophisticates. The crucial
intuition behind the second-best optimality of deadline schemes
for naifs is that for any incentive scheme H's are always less likely
to complete the task than L's-indeed, for naifs, H's wait whenever L's are selective. Under any second-best optimal incentive
scheme, therefore, the probability that a delaying agent is type H
must eventually become so large that after some date it is optimal
for the incentive scheme to induce H's to be selective from that
date forward; this date is the "deadline." Example 5 suggests that
this intuition may hold for sophisticates as well. We can in fact
extrapolate from Example 5 to conclude that a stationary incentive scheme designed to induce sophisticated L's to be selective
always will in all periods induce sophisticated H's either to be
selective or to wait. Hence, at least for stationary incentive
31. For the case where the incremental wage w -\ is too small to induce efficient
behavior, we suspect (but have not proved) that for each w
' there is a unique
perception-perfect strategy satisfying yt # d for all t, and that the smaller is the
incremental wage w Athe less often the agent is selective. When c, is large relative
to k, there can also exist additional perception-perfect strategies where yt = d for
some t (e.g., the strategy (w,w,d,w,w,d,
. . .) might be perception-perfect). The
existence of nonstationary perception-perfect strategies implies that our focus in
this paper on history-independent strategies, while innocuous for naifs, may be
important for sophisticates. Indeed, it can be the case that the efficient strategy
(s,s,
. . .) is not perception-perfect under our simple definition, whereas under a
more general definition efficient behavior could be supported by the "threat" to
revert to continuation strategy (w,w,d,w,w,d,
. . .) if the person ever delays in the
face of a low task-cost realization. Such threat-based strategies seem quite
removed from reality, and would not be possible even for sophisticates in a generic,
finite-horizon model.
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schemes, sophisticated H's would be less likely to complete the
task than sophisticated L's.
Because the analysis becomes quite complicated, however, we
have not addressed the behavior of sophisticates under nonstationary (and nondeadline) incentive schemes. Since our preliminary
calculations suggest that sophisticates can behave in very strange
ways, we would not be surprised if there are examples where
nonlinear, nondeadline incentive schemes are superior to the best
deadline incentive schemes. If it turns out that such problems
strongly undermine our earlier intuitions, then our results in this
paper would apply only to the extent that people are naive about
their self-control problems. Even so, since we believe that of the
two extreme assumptions about people's awareness of their
self-control problems, naivete is the more realistic, and since we
suspect that small amounts of sophistication would not undermine our qualitative results, we believe the results of the naif
model are relevant.
VII. DISCUSSION
AND CONCLUSION
Various aspects of incentives for procrastinators are not
incorporated into our model. An important issue that we have
ignored is the delivery date of rewards. We assume that the
reward the principal offers the agent for completing the task is not
salient to the agent, in the sense that the agent does not
experience the pleasure of the reward right away. The nonsalience
of rewards seems realistic in most contexts-especially if the
reward is money. But the principal might offer the agent, in
addition to money, some sort of immediate nonmonetary reward,
such as breaks or parties, once a task is completed. The same
preference for immediate gratification that tempts the agent to
put off incurring the task cost will tempt him to grab this "salient"
reward. Because a naive agent will mispredict his reaction to such
immediate rewards, it might be possible for the principal to use
salient rewards to extract more surplus from agents. However, it
is likely that agents do not value such rewards from a long-run
perspective as much as nonsalient rewards such as income. We
are therefore skeptical of the inefficient use of salient rewards for
the same reason that we make the ex post break-even assumption
throughout the paper: in the long run, agents will find a job
unsatisfying if they are getting mostly short-run rewards that
they do not value highly in the long run.
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But salient rewards can potentially be efficiency-enhancing
as well, because they can be used to align incentives for heterogeneous agents. Suppose-unlike the model in Section IV-that
agents differ in their innate preference for immediate gratification, as measured by the parameter p. As in our model, punishments for delay harsh enough to induce efficient behavior for
those with large self-control problems (i.e., small P) may be so
harsh that those with small self-control problems (i.e., large p)
complete the task when waiting is efficient. If there is some salient
reward, however, then those agents with the largest self-control
problems will react most to this incentive. Hence, the use of
salient rewards may provide a second-best mechanism for aligning incentives for heterogeneous agents, and could in some cases
be more efficient than the deadline schemes analyzed in our
model.
Another important issue is that although we have treated
reward schemes throughout this paper as monetary incentives,
agents in organizations are rarely given explicit monetary incentives for early completion of specific tasks. More often, an employee's basic incentive scheme is that he is either fired or not fired,
promoted or not promoted, depending loosely on his performance.
Even so, whatever the "unit of account" by which a firm keeps
track of an employee's performance, our model predicts that the
firm will wish to somehow generate more and more severe
marginal incentives for the agent to complete a task as completion
is delayed further and further.32
Clearly, there are many reasons for deadlines other than
combating procrastination. A major one, intuitively, is coordination among agents: in an organization it is often useful to know a
date by which a project is intended to be complete. A second
potential reason for deadlines is their simplicity: it may be easier
to monitor whether somebody has met or missed a deadline than
to monitor exactly when a project was completed.
But we think that these alternative reasons for deadlines
complement rather than contradict the message of this paper.
Many real-world deadline contracts seem to take a different (and
simpler) form than the deadline schemes predicted by our model:
whereas our model predicts an increasing marginal punishment
32. Of course, monetary incentives are not often used in many of the contexts
considered by formal principal-agent models. Insofar as risk aversion plays no role
in our results, perhaps our model suffers less from inapplicability to nonmonetary
incentives than standard principal-agent models.
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for delay, real-world deadline schemes often involve discrete
punishments for missing deadlines with no marginal punishments between deadlines. Imposing such "lumpy" deadlines in
environments where the actual marginal cost of delay is relatively
constant over time might in fact be a necessary evil because of
organizational and transactions-costs explanations. Moreover,
even if the ideal incentive contract according to our model is
smooth and concave, concavity implies that, among simple
schemes, simple deadlines may be better than simple linear
schemes.
We conclude by noting a subtext to this paper which we
suspect might generate some of the paper's interest to many
readers: the model may not only shed light on how a "principal"
copes with an "agent's" procrastination, but also on how an
individual copes with her own procrastination. In other words, we
can interpret the "principal" as our current self and the "agent" as
our future self.33Many people who procrastinate only moderately
do so not because of intrinsic self-control, but because they have
developed schemes to overcome procrastination. Some such
schemes may use external commitment devices: people commit to
giving a seminar in the hopes that this will force them to finish a
paper. Other such schemes are internal: people try to fool themselves into believing in false deadlines; they exaggerate to themselves ahead of time how crucial it is that they meet their
deadlines; and they impose on themselves internalized sanctions
for missed deadlines.34Conceptualizing such self-incentives may
be subtle, but we hope the analysis of this paper might be useful in
this regard.

Proof of Lemma 1. If c/p >
Example 1.

c, then

the result follows from

33. Implicit in this interpretation is an issue we have discussed previously: a
person may be "meta-sophisticated" and aware of her general propensity to
procrastinate, but naive about day-to-day procrastination. We can think of the
"meta-sophisticated" person as setting self-incentives to overcome future day-today naivete.
34. Such "internal deadlines" are a common theme in popular advice on how
to remedy procrastination. Previous research on time-inconsistent preferences
also discusses rules for self-control (outside the context of procrastination). Ainslie
[I9921 explores this issue; Thaler [I9851 conjectures that internal attempts at
self-control may help explain mental accounting rules of thumb that constrain our
flexibility in how we spend our money; and Laibson [I9941 develops a formal model
along these lines, where a (sophisticated) time-inconsistent person develops rigid
rules to counteract moral hazard by her everyday self.
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Suppose that clP 5 ?, and consider W with w$ = a (so the
agent must complete the task in or before period T), w$-I = clP Ec, and wt = F(glP)[glP- E ( c c < @)I for all t.-E {1,2,. . . , T - 21.
It is straightforward to show that 7, = pt(q) + it(?)= c/P for all t <
T, so 9 = (clP,clP, . . . , el@,?).For naifs, we have y, = Pq, for all t <
T, and therefore y = (c,c, . . . , c,F).Hence, under W naifs complete
the task in period T with probability 1, while TCs complete the
task with
probability in all periods.
When naifs sign the contract, they believe they will behave
like TCs. Hence, naifs perceive UP 2 0 if and only if Wl 2
(1 - F(q1))p1(q) + iO(q).Consider the contract where this holds
with equality. Since CO(q)= F(ql)E(c c < ql) + (1 - F(ql))C1(q)
and q1 = clP, we have W1 = (1 - F(ql))(pl(q) + {I(?)) +
F(ql)E(cc <
= (1 - F(glP)clP + F(&)E (cc < c/P),and therefore WT = -(T - l)F(clP)[clP - E(c c < @)] + Ec. Naifs do
the task in period T for wage WT, and the result follows from
limT+mWT
= -33.
Proof of Proposition 1. Efficient behavior satisfies for each t,
y: = xt(y") + it(?"). TC behavior satisfies for each t, 9, = pt(q) +
it(?).If w: = x: for each t, thenpt(s) = xt(s)for each t and s. The
result follows.
Proof of Proposition 2. (i) Consider T < m. The proof is
straightforward: use backwards-induction logic, noting that y, is
independent of wQ for all t < 7. Set w$ very large so y~ = F. Then
set w$-I appropriately so yT-l = Y;-l, then set wi-, appropriately
so YT-Z = Y;-2, and so on.
Consider T = m. Given the definition of y, y = y4'if and only if
pt(q) + it(?)= y;/p for all t. Given the definition of q,pt(q)+ Ct(q) =
y;/~for all t implies that q, = min{y: l ~
,F] for all t.
Suppose that y;+,lp 2 ? so qt+l = c and therefore pt(q) +
it(?)= w$ + Ec. Then pt(q) + Ct(q) = y;lp if and only if wt =
( l / ~ ) [ y-; PEcl.
Suppose that y;+llp < F so q,+l = y T + l / a~nd therefore
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p'+'"

TIP

Then pt(?) + tt(?)= y
if and only if wi = (lip)[ yT - p
cdF(c) - ( 1 - F ( ~ ~ + ~ / P )Hence,
) ~ ~ +y ~ =I .y" if and only i f W
satisfies for all t ,

/ ( 1 1 ~[yT)

-

PEcl

if y:+,/~ 2 c

(ii) If yT < 5 for all t , then y: = xt(y") + tt(y+:)
for all t . Given
this, we show that wp from equation ( A . 1 )is strictly greater than
x$ for all t < T , where y; = c for the T < case. For all t < T , we
have

Suppose yT+llp 5 c, so equation (A.l)implies that w: > y;

-

P ciY;"'%dF(c) - 1 - F ( + ~ /y ) . Then w $ > x$ if P+l
c d F ( c ) + ( 1 - ~ ( y ; + y7+,
~ ) ) 2 p F1l8
cdF(c) + ( 1 - ~ ( y : : ~ / py) L! l ,
which we can rewrite as

p[p't+'/P

p,'i71

cdF(c)] = P Ct$lPcdF(c) <
cdF(c)[ F ( ~ ; + ~I
/ PF)( ~t+l
: $)I y :i':t + l , the-inequality holds.
Suppose that y:+l/p > c, so equation ( A . l ) implies that wp >
yT - pEc. Then wt > x$ if
c d F ( c ) + ( 1 - ~ ( y ~ + l ) ) y ">~PEc.
+l
Since yT+,lp > c implies that pEc < (yT+llc)E c , this inequality
c d F ( c ) + ( 1 - ~ ( y ; + ~y:+l
) ) 2 ( y f + l lE~c), which we
holds if
can rewrite as ( 1 - ~ ( y : + ~ ) ) + ( ( 5 - yT+l)lc) p ' + l c d F ( c ) ( y ~ + l / c ) c dF(c) c dF(c)l 2 0. Using iy~+~/-eY[L'
c d F ( c )c d ~ ( c ) ]= (y:+&)
c dF(c) < ( 1 - y
1+
the

Using

pi+'

c'"

p"+l
[L'

inequality holds.

p'"'

,;s:
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Finally, we must show that w$-I = w$ for all t when X has a
stationary delay cost x". A stationary delay cost implies that yT =
yT+,for all t. Using the equation for wt above, the result fo1lows.U
Proof of Lemma 2. First, suppose that w 4 < k. w A < k implies
that qi = (s,s, . . .), in which case l;r(qi) = ci - k andpt(qi)= 2w"or
all t. Then for any t, y; = d if and only if ci + k < P(ci - k + 2w4);
but w A< k implies that ci + k > P(ci - k + 2wA),so w A< k implies
yj f d. For any t, yj = w if and only if ci - k > P(ci - k + 2w4)or
W" < (1 - P)ciI(2P) - (1 - P)kI(2P),and (1 - p)cil(2p) - (1 p)kl(2P) < k if and only if ci < (1+ P)kl(l - P). Hence, if ci 2
(1 + P)kl(l - P), then yi = (w, w , . . .) for any w" < k, and if
ci < (1+ P)kl(l - P), then yi = (s, s, . . .) for any (1 - p)cil(2p) (1 - P)kI(SP) 5 w"
k and yi = (w,w, . . .) for any w A <
(1 - p)cil(2p) - (1 - P)kI(SP).
Second, suppose that wb k. wA 2 k implies qi = (d,d, . . .), in
which case 1;E(q" = ci andpt(qi)= wAfor all t. Then for any t, y; = d
if and only if ci + k < P(c, + w4)or w 4 > (1 - P)cilP + klP. For any
t, yi = w if and only ifci - k > P(ci + w4) or w" (1 - P)cil P - klP,
and (1 - P)cilP -klP > k if and only ifci > (1 + P)kl(l - P). Hence,
if ci > (1 + p)kl(l - p), then yi = (w, w , . . .) for any k 5 w A <
(1- P)cilP - kip, yi = (s,s, . . .) for any (1- P)cilP - klP 5 w" 5
(1 - P)cilP + k/P, and yi = (d,d, . . .) for any w" > (1 - P)lpci +
llpk. If ci 5 (1 + p)kl(l - P), then yi = (s,s, . . .) for any k 5 wA5
(1- P)cilP+ klp, and yi = (d,d, . . .)forany w" > (1 - P)cilP + klP.
Combining the cases w" < k and w"
k, the result follows.
Proof of Lemma 3. To prove that y; = s for all t implies that
C;='=,(l/z)tw: 2 g,,we use a revealed preference argument to put
restrictions on pt(q) + Ct(q). For all t, minimizes pt(q) + it(?).
Since TCs have the option of being selective in all periods, we can
conclude that for all t, pt(q) + tt(q) 5 X:=t(l/z)T-t W: + ci - k; and
since TCs have the option of doing it for sure in all periods, we can
conclude that pt(q)+ Ct(q) 5 w$ + ci. Now, yf = s only if ci - k 5
~ [ ~ ~+ (Ct q(?)I.) Using pt(q) + tt(q) 5 wp + ci, we must have
wp 2 (1 - P)c,/P - klP for all t, which implies that Cy=l(l/z)tw$ 2
(1-p)cilp - klp. Usingpt(q) + tt(q) 5 C:=t(%)T-tw;\ + C, - k, we
w: 2 (1 - P)(ci - k)lP for all t, which implies
must have C:Jl/z)'-t
that C;=l(l/z)t w: 2 (1- P)(c, - k)l(2P). Hence, for either gi =
(1- P)cilP - klP or g, = (1 - P)(ci - k)l(2P),Cy=l(l/z)twp 2 g i .

To prove that yj = s for all t implies that Cy=l((l/z)tw p 5 Ei, we
prove that for all t there exists p(t) E [t,t + 1, . . .] such that
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Z~!$lh)'-~ W: < Cy!t)(%)~-~ E i ,from which the result follows. Define
= d ] if this exists, otherwise let p(t) = 33 If
p(t) = min (T 1 t
p(t) = t, then pt(q) + lt(?)= w: + c.;, in which case ci + k 2
P[pt(q)+ lt(q)l only if w: 5 (1 - P)c,IP + klP = Ei. Ifp(t) > t, then
pt(q) + lt(q) = CY!:(%)'-~ w t + ci - ZP'~)
~=t+l
k, in which case ci +
k 2 P[pt(q)+ Ct (?)I only if Cy!j(l/z)'-t w: 5 Ei + Cy!j+,(lh)'Pt k <
CY!;(%)'-~ Ei,where the last inequality follows from k < Ei.
Proof of Proposition 3. That a stationary incentive scheme
can induce efficiency if and only if g~ 5 ELfollows directly from
Lemma 2 and the fact that gL< EH.Specifically, any stationary
incentive scheme with wA E [max (wL,wH],m i n { ~ , & ] lwill
induce efficiency.That no incentive scheme can induce efficiency if
W H > ELfollows directly from Lemma 3. It remains to prove that
W H 5 ELif and only if cH - cL 5 2kl(l - P). For all c~and k, EL=
(1 - P)cL/P+ klP > k. Moreover, c~ - cL i 2kl(l - P) if and only if
(1 - P)cH/P - klP 5 EL.There are now two cases to consider for
WH.First, c~ 2 (1+ P)kl(l - P) implies g~= (1- P)cH/P- klP, in
which case gH5 ELif and only if c~ - c~ i 2kl(l - P). Second,
CH < (1 + P)kl(l - P) actually requires cH - cL< 2kl(l - PI, so the
result follows ifcH< (1 + P)kl(l - P) implies that gH5 EL.And if
c~ < (1 + P)kl(l - P), then g~= (1- P)(cH- k)l(2P) < k < EL.
Proof of Lemma 4. As discussed in the text, under any
incentive scheme we must have qL = qH = 9, and therefore for all t,
pt(q) + &(q) - CH = pt(q) + i$(q) - CL.H 's do not wait in period
t only if CH - k 5 p (pt(qH)+ &(TH)) or (1 - P)cH/P- klP i p t ( q )+
I$(?)
- CH.L's complete the task for sure in period t if cL + k <
p(pt(qL)+ l;i(qL))or (1 - P)cL/P+ klP < pt(?) +
- CL. CH cL> 2kl(l - P) implies that (1 - P)cH/P- k/P > (1- P)cL/P+ k/P,
and the result follows.
Proof of Proposition 4. (i) First, we argue that Lemma 4
implies that we cannot do better than the followingoutcome: there
is some period D 2 1 such that L's are selective and H's wait for
sure in periods t < D, and L's complete the task for sure and H's
are selective in periods t 2 D. Lemma 4 says that if H's are
selective in period t then L's must complete the task for sure in
period t. If D is the first period in which H's are selective, clearly
we want H's to be selective (i.e.,to behave efficiently)in all periods
t 2 D because the probability of L's reaching period t > D is zero.
By the definition of D, H's wait for sure in any period t < D.
Clearly,we would like L's to be selective in any period t < D.
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Second, we show that for any D this outcome can be achieved
with the (EL,EH)-deadlinescheme with deadline D. Given EH>
wL > k, clearly qF = qf = d for all t. Hence, for. any t, y; = s if and
only ifci - k s ~ ( w Q+ c i ) s ci + k or (1 - P)cilP - klP 5 wp 5
(1 - p)cilP + klP = Ei.And cH - cL> 2kl(l - P) implies that gH=
(1- P)cH/P- klP > EL.Therefore, w: = ELfor t < D implies that
y; = s and y$ = w for all t < D, and wQ = EHfor all t 2 D implies
that y; = d and y: = s for all t 2 D.
Finally, we solve for the optimal deadline. Given D, the
expected costs are as follows. Task cost for L's = C ~ ~ ~ ( 1 / 2 ) ' "
(cL- k) + [l - Cfl~~l(lh)~l
CL = CL - [l - (l/Z)D-llk. Delay cost
for L's = C::,l(l/z)"(n
- l)xA + [l - C::,l(l/~)nl
(D - l)x4 =
[l - (l/z)D-l]~A.
Task cost for H's = cH - k (because H's are
selective in all periods t 2 D). Delay cost for H's = x,"=D(1/2)n-D+1
(n - l)x4 = DxA.
Hence, the expected total costs are

The only component of the incentive scheme that affects Z is the
deadline D, so all second-best incentive schemes will have the
same deadline. Z is continuous, twice-differentiable, and d2ZldD2>
0. We have

However, the optimal deadline D" must be an integer. Since Z is
continuous and d2ZldD2> 0 ,if a > 1the optimal deadline is either
the largest integer less than a or the smallest integer greater than
a , and if a 5 1the optimal deadline is clearly D:@= 1.
(ii) If cL e (1 + P)kl(l - PI, then y; = s only if w; 2 gL2 k.
Hence, any incentive scheme that induces the second-best optimal
outcome (i.e., y; = s and y: = w for all t < D'@and yf = d and
y
; = s for all t 2 D") will imply that 9; = 7: = d. Then for any t 2
D" y,H -- s o n l y i f w ~ 2 g H a n d f o r a n y t < ~ " y ~ = s o n l y i f w ~ 5 E L .
By Proposition 3, c~ - cL > 2kl(l
the result follows.

-

P) implies that g~> EL,and
n

Proof of Proposition 5. Essentially identical to proof of Proposition 3, and so omitted.
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Proof of Lemma 5. Define Xf(qi) as any perceived reductions
in expected future task costs below ci net of additional lost
incremental wages. In other words, ,the period-t continuation
payoff from waiting for type i is ~ [ w +: ci - X;(q)i)l.Clearly,
Xj(qi)r 0, and if we define pi(t) = min1.r > t qf = dl, then

1O

for pi(t) = t

+1

Using a revealed preference argument, we can prove that kH 2 kL
implies that X$(qH) e XF(qL): kH e kL clearly implies that
xf(qL)
e XF(qL),and qH represents how TCs would behave and
therefore maximizes X$. Hence, we have X$(qH) 1 X$(qL) 1
X;(qL).
For any t, y; # d only if cL + kL 2 ~ [ w+t C L - X;(qL)I or w t 5
( 1 - p)cLlp + k L / p + x;(qL)
= u?, + XF(qL). Similarly, for any t
y$ = w if C H - kH > P [ W $ + C H - X$(qH)I or W : < ( 1 - P)cH/P kH/P + X$(qH).And cH 2 ( 1 + P)kH/(l- P ) implies that g H =
( 1 - P)cH/P - hH/p,so the inequality becomes w t < Q + X$(qH).
Using a > E L and X f ( q H )2 X;(qL),the result follows.
Proof of Proposition 6. Essentially identical to proof of Proposition 4, and so omitted. (Proposition 6 follows from Lemma 5 in
exactly the same way that Proposition 4 follows from Lemma 4.)
Proof ofLemma 6. We first prove that for any t, yF # d implies
that qf = s. Define Xi(?" as in the proof of Lemma 5, and again
kH 2 kL implies t h a t x ; ( q H ) e XF(qL)for all t. For any t, yF # d only
or w$ < EL + XF(qL).For any t,
if cL + kL > P [ W $ + cL - x;(qL)I
q f = s i f c H + k H > w ; + C H - ~ f ( q H ) o r w ;< k H + x tH( -yH ) . c H <
( 1 + P)kH/(l- P ) implies that kH > g H> E L , which along with
X$(qH) X';(qL)establishes that y; # d implies ?$ = s.
Now suppose that y; = s for all t, so 9; = s for all t. Then for
w t + CH - kHI
any t, yf # w only if C H - k H 5 ~[C;=~(l/z)'-t
kH)/(2P)
=
g~
(since c~ <
or XF=t(1/2).-t+1 W ; 2 ( 1 - P)(cH( 1 + P)kHI(l- P). But the logic of Lemma 3 implies that y; # d for
~ $Z L9
for all t. Given g H> E L ,the result
all t only if XF=t(l/z)'-t+l
follows.
Proof of Proposition 7. (i) Lemma 6 implies that there must
be some period in which L's complete the task for sure because
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otherwise H's wait forever. Define D = min ( t y ; = dl as the
deadline.
For kH 2 kL and CH < (1 + P)kHI(l- P), it is possible to have
y: f w for some t < D. To maximize the likelihood of H's being
selective before the deadline, it is optimal to make the incentive
scheme as steep as possible. This means that we want wt = EHfor
t 2 D and w$ = ELfor t < D; that is, we want a (EL,-)-deadline
scheme. (Note: this result relies on the fact that for t < D we
cannot have an incentive scheme that is steeper "on average" than
wA - - wL for all t < D. This fact follows from the same logic as in
the proof of Lemma 3 part (i)-it is straightforward to show that if
y; = d and y; f d for all t < D, then for any T < D we must have
C p ! l ( l / z ) t - T w ;5 Cp!l(%)t-7EL.)
Now consider behavior under the (EL,EH)-deadlinescheme
with deadline D. It is obvious that yf = s for t < D and yf = d for
t 1D. It is also obvious that y: = s for all t 2 D. Consider y$ for t <
D. First, note that 9: = d for all t .m D (since for all t m D, wp =
EH> kH), and that 9; = s for all t < D (which follows from the
proof of Lemma 6). That is, for all t < D, H's perceive that they will
be selective before the deadline and complete the task for sure at
the deadline. Then in period D - n ' , n ' E {1,2,. . .], we have y: = s
if and only if CH - kH 5 ~[x$;'(l/~)j
EL+ CH + kH - xyI;l(l/2)] kH]
or (1 - P)cH/P - k H I 5
~ kH - CJnlil(%):(kH - E L). Hence, given
the definition of d, y: = w for t < D - d, and y: = s for t 2 D - d
(note that n in the proposition corresponds to n ' - 1here).
Finally, consider the optimal deadline. Using the same method
as in the proof of Proposition 4, we get the following equation for
expected total costs, which we denote by a function 2:

+ (1.- n)[cH

-

&(D,d ) =

kH + (D - d)xh]

d c L - (1- (%ID-')kL

+ (1- (%)D-l)xAl

for D

5

d

+ 1.

For D 5 d + 1, & is decreasing in D, so we must have the
optimal deadline D** 2 d + 1.For D > d + 1, it is straightforward
to show that the optimal deadline is D* defined in Proposition 6
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provided that D* > d + 1. Hence, the optimal deadline D":'-. =
min[~",d
+ 1).
(ii)Essentially identical to the proof of Proposition 4 part (ii),
and so omitted.
Proof of Proposition 8. We first prove the analog of Lemma 2
for sophisticates: a stationary incremental wage w h a n induce
yi = (s,s, . . .) for i E [L,H )if and only i f g i 5 w 4 Ei,where giand
wi are given by gi = (1 - p)cil(2p) - (1 - P)hI(2P) and EL=
(1- P)c,/(2P) + (1 + P)kI(2P).Since sophisticates correctly predict future behavior, any w 4 that induces yi = (s,s, . . .) implies
pt(yi ) = 2wQnd l;f(yi) = ci - k for all t. Hence, for stationary
incremental wage w4we have y" = (s,s, . . .) if and only if ci - k i
P[2wh + C, - h 1 5 c, + k, or (1 - P)ciI(2P)- (1 - P)kI(2P)5 w4 5
(1 - p)cil(2p) + (1 + PIkI(2P).
Defining gi and Ei as above, we next prove the analog of
Lemma 3 for sophisticates: any incentive scheme W that induces
yi = (s,s, . . .) satisfies gi 5 C;=l(l/z)t w$ IEi. Since sophisticates
correctly predict future behavior, any incentive scheme W that
induces yi = (s,s, . . .) implies that pl(yi) = 2 Cy=;=,(l/z)twt and
l;l(T)= ci - k. Then we have 7: = s if and only if ci - k 5 P[2
w; + ci - kl 5 ci + h, which yields gi5 CT=l(l/z)t9 Ei.
CT==l(%)t
These two results imply that a stationary incentive scheme
can induce efficiency for both types if gHs EL,and no incentive
scheme can induce efficiency for both types if gH> EL. It is
straightforward to show that gH5 ELif and only if cH - cL s
2kl(l - P), and the result follows.
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